IEH Consulting was established in 2014 by Paul Harrison, Philip Holmes and Ruth Bevan, three highly experienced scientists and former work colleagues. Initially constituted as a partnership, IEH Consulting was registered as a UK Limited Company in May 2015. The organisation was established as a vehicle to build on and expand the impartial critical assessment, advice and training services that had been offered by the former Medical Research Council (MRC) Institute for Environment and Health (1993-2005) and subsequently Cranfield University’s Institute of Environment and Health (2005-2014).

The aim of our organisation is to provide the best available information, independent advice and opinion on the hazards and risks posed by exposure to environmental and workplace chemicals, dusts and fibres, and in relation to European chemicals policy and regulation. Our focus is on providing high quality advice and assistance tailored to meet client needs in the fields of environmental and human health hazard and risk assessment.

IEH Consulting is able to draw on an impressive range and depth of scientific expertise - including individuals who are leaders in their field, as demonstrated by the extensive list of authoritative national and international expert committees and advisory bodies on which they currently sit.

Our services fall into the following areas:

- Toxicological Risk Assessment
- Epidemiology and Statistics
- Environmental Risk Assessment
- European Chemicals Policy and Regulation
- Research and Consultancy Services
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Associates

Dr Camilla Alexander-White  Professor Mark Kibblewhite
John Bassett  Professor Len Levy
Dr Geoff Brighty  Professor Joe Lunec
Dr Terry Brown  Professor Peter Matthiessen
Dr Sarah Bull  Professor Robert L Maynard
Alexander C Capleton  Dr Paul McDermott
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Dr Keven Harlow  Dr George Prpich
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Kathryn James  Professor Lewis Smith
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Contact IEH Consulting

Please contact us directly to discuss your needs with respect to human and environmental hazard and risk assessment, epidemiology and statistics, chemical regulation and public health issues.

IEH Consulting Ltd, Bridgford Business Centre, 29 Bridgford Rd, West Bridgford, Nottingham, NG2 6AU, United Kingdom